Functions For a given RSCC we shall use the abbreviated notation (W, X, u, P}, and in accordance with the usage in mathematical learning theory, where RSCC's are extensively used (see, e.g., [5, 9, 15] ), we shall call W a state space, X an event space, and u a transition transformation.
In fact the concept of learning model (see [15, p. 241 ) is identical to that of RSCC.
We will use the following notation throughout the entire paper: (El, b'), the I-fold product of the measurable space (E, 8); ef = {ei: i E I}, an element of EI; A', an element of 8'. The superscript I will be replaced by 1 if I = {l,..., Z>; Iv = {1, 2 ,... },Z = { .*., -1, 0, l)... }, and (Iw, W) the measurable space formed by the real axis Iw endowed with the u-algebra L&? of its Bore1 sets.
For every IEN and every x1 = (x1 ,..., x1) E Xz we can define the transition transformation ur: W x XI--+ W by u1 = u for 1 = 1 and ur(w, xz) = u (u,-,(w, x1-l) , x1) for 1 > 1, where xz-l = (x1 ,..., x1-J E X1-l. Clearly uI is 7K @Liz -w-measurable. We shall also use for U(W, x) (resp. u,(w, xz)) the abbreviated notation wx (resp. wxz).
We have the following existence theorem (cf. [9, p. 641): THEOREM 1.1.2. Let {W, X, u, P} be an RSCC. For each w E W, there exist a probability space (Sz, x, P,) and a sequence of random variables {[,: n E N} defined on $2 and with values in X such that: (i) Pw(tl E A) = P(w, A) and P,(~,~A(~~,1~j~n-1)=P(~~,A)P,-a.s.fo~n>1,whe~e~,=w and 5, = u(&-~, &) = u,-~(w, fn-l) for n > 1, A E .T, and tn-l = (&,..., 6,-J; (ii) (5,: n E N} is a Markov process on W with the transition probability function Q(w, B) = P(w, {x: wx E B}), where B E ?Y; (iii) ((6, , [,+1) : n E N} is a Markov process on X x W with the transition probability function R((x, w), A x B) = R(w, A, B) = sA P(w, dx') ls(wx') which does not depend on x (cf. [15, p. 261); here lB stands for the indicator of the set B, where A E I and B E 9T.
For proving this theorem, we take, as usual (Sz, %) = (x, xN), &,(x~) = x, , xN = {x,: n E N} E p, and we set Pw(fl E A, , 1 < i < 1) = JAr P(w, dx,) P(wx, , dx,) .a* P(wx, a.* xzVl, dq) for all AZ = A, x ..* x A,ESYandZEN. DEFINITION 1.1.3. {tn: n E N} (resp. (5 ,,: n E N}) is called an associated state (resp. event) process with the RSCC (W, X, u, P}. 1, , n E N (resp. 6, , n E N), are called state (resp. event) variables.
For I, n E N, and A' E x2 let us define two stochastic kernels P, and
;lEW x x2 -+ [0, l] by P,(w, AZ) = P&5, ,..., &) E AZ) and Pp(w, AZ) = ,a>..-, &,+z-1) E AZ) = Pn+z-1 (w, Xn-l x AZ), respectively (here X0 x AZ = 2); clearly PI = P and Pzl = P, . For Z > 1 we have P,(w, A") = s P,-,(w, dxz-l) P(wx"-l, dx,).
A"
Further, for 1 E N, AZ E 3?, and B E %f'" we set R,(w, AZ, B) = -r,z P,(w, dd) l&.~");
clearly R, = R and I?,(zu, AZ, W) = P,(w, AZ). In terms of P, , tz, and &+, = u@, we have R,(w, AZ, B) = P,(fz E AL, &+, E B). For further use we slightly extend the above defined stochastic kernels; namely, we let M(W) be the set of all finite measures on w, endowed with the weak topology, and set J'h Al) = s, PVW) Pi@, 4 and W, AZ, B) = fw P(~w) R&J, A', B) where Al+" = AZ x Ak E LV+~.
The type of RSCC which we shall now define was first introduced in a special case by Onicescu and Mihoc [16] . DEFINITION 1.1.5. An RSCC is called OM-RSCC if the following conditions are fulfilled: (OM 1) W is the set of all probability measures on B endowed with a u-algebra YY; (OM 2) P(w, B) = w(B) for all w E Wand B E 3.
An important class of OM-RSCC (cf.
[16] for a special case) is described by DEFINITION 1.1.6. An OM-RSCC is called linear if the following condition is fulfilled: (LOM) for each x E X there are 0~~ E Iw and A, e W such that u(w, x) = (Y,W + (1 -f3.J.4, for all w E W.
A Special Class of RSCC's
Throughout this paper we shall consider RSCC's which satisfy CONDITION C,, . (i) W is a Polish space (i.e., a complete separable metric space with respect to some distance d) and W is the u-algebra of its Bore1 sets; (ii) X is a finite set and 5? its power set; (iii) u(., zc) is a continuous function on W(x) = {w E W: P(w, x) > 0) for each x E X (P(w, x) stands for P(w, {x}) for x E X, always dropping braces for singletons); (iv) P(*, A) is a continuous function on W for each A E I.
We get from C, PROPOSITION 1.2.1. For each I E N we haoe: (i) q(., x") is a continuousfunction on W(xl) = {w E W: P,(w, xz) > 0} for each x1 E 9'; (ii) Pl(* , AZ) is a continuous function on W for each AZ E 9'8 ; (iii) R&L, Ag, -) E M(W) is a continuous function of p E M(W) for each Al E ZT.
Proof. (i) For 1 > 1 and xz = (9-r, x1) E X1, we have, by definition, u,(w, xr) = u(wxZ--1, q). Since w E W(x") implies w E W(X~-~) and wxz-1 E W(q), the proof can be conducted by induction.
(ii) First observe that P,(w, x2) = P(w, x1) niii P(wxk, xK+J is continuous on W(xl) by (') 1 an d is zero on the complement of W(xz). Thus, it suffices to show that for w, E W(xc), n E N, and w,, 6 W(xz) with w, -4 w, (+d stands for d convergence in W) we have P,(w, , x") -+ 0. If P(wO, x1) = 0, then P(wn % .x1) -+ 0 and so P,(w, , xz) ---f 0. If P(w, , x1) > 0, then let K, 1 < K < 1. be the smallest integer such that Pk(wO , x") > 0, P(w,g+, xb+J = 0. In this case w0 E W(x"). Thus, using (i), P(wnxk, xk+r) ---f P(wg", xk+r) = 0 and so Pdwn Y x2> -+ 0, which completes the proof.
(iii) Let f E C(W), h w ere C(W) is the set of all real-valued, bounded, and continuous functions defined on W. For TV,, , t.~ E M(W), n E N, with pn 3 p (a stands for weak convergence), we have s R&n > A", d4 f 64
since &f,l P,(w, xz) f (wx") E C(W) by arguments similar to those used in (ii). Thus R&z > A', -) * W/J, AZ, -1.
Q.E.D.
An example of an RSCC satisfying C,, is a linear OM-RSCC with finite X (abbreviated to LOM). Set ( X ( = Card X; in this case w = Al,, = w = (WE ! :xEX}ER~~~:W,.O,XGX, c w,=l, XSX I W = Al,, n GW, and as distance don W we can take, for instance, d(w, w') = max{i w, -wn' 1: x E X}. Let fl,,, be the x' projection of/l, . Then A = (flsr,) is a transition matrix. Since U(W, z) E W for all w E W and x E X, we have -/1,,,/(1 -fl,,,) < ac < 1 for all x, x' E X. If 0 < 01~ .< 1 for all x E X, we are sure that U(W, x) E W always holds. Continuity of u and P (observe that P(w, x) = w, for all w E Wand x E X) is automatically verified.
LOM's represent one of the basic mathematical tools in investigating learning models. They were rediscovered independently by Bush and Mosteller [Sj when discussing certain aspects of mathematical learning theory. Sometimes they are referred to as Bush-Mosteller models. A LOM reduces to a simple (stationary) finite Markov chain (abbreviated to MAR) by setting 01~ = 0 for all x E X. Note if (Ye = I for all x E X, we get a sequence of independent random variables.
FUNCTIONS OF EVENTS

Introductory Remarks
Let Y be a finite set, g: X -+ Y a mapping of X onto Y and g': X1 -+ YI the product mapping induced by g; g, = g for 1 = 1 and g, = gtl,.,.,r) for 1 > 1.
Let {fn: n E lW> be an associated event process with ( W, X, EC, P}, and let P, be the corresponding probability law on 2'. We shall investigate now the sequence {g ([,) : n E N> to which the probability law P, 0 gN on ?V'" corresponds, where ?V is the power set of Y.
If Iosifescu and Theodorescu [9, p. 861) . Since this new state space is rather difficult to handle, we prefer to look for conditions ensuring that (g(s,): n E lV> is an associated event process with an RSCC {@', Y, 22, P} such that C,, is again satisfied, W is embedded in l?, and for X = Y and g the identity mapping, the latter RSCC reduces to the first one.
Suppose we start our RSCC {W, X, u, P} in the initial state wi E W, which yields the event xi E X with probability P(w, , xi). The event x1 , together with wi , yields the new state wa = wrxi E W. Having only information about x1 through yi E Y with g(xJ = yi , the initial state w1 may be transformed in one of the states wrx with g(x) = yr . Intuitively we would assign to such a zuix the probability pWl(x 1 yi) that it was just the event x E g-l( yi) which led to yi E Y. It follows that the element 6 = C ZEB-I(YI) qW.,(-v I y$$, (6, stands for the probability measure concentrated at w) which is a probabihty measure on IV, covers our idea about the structure of the new state that is obtained from the initial state w1 and an event x characterized only by y1 = g(x).
The Mathematical Model
After the above heuristic considerations, we can now consider the precise construction of {w, Y, ii, p}.
Let us take @'to be the set of all probability measures 6 G p on w, and let dbe any distance metrizing the topology of weak convergence. It turns out that I8 is a Polish space (cf. [20, Theorems 3.1 and 3.51). Furthermore, let us take g to be the u-algebra of the corresponding Bore1 sets of I% Next we set fJ(p, C) = P(p, g-'(C)), &, C, .) = R(p, g-l(C), .) for all p E @ and C EON (clearly a(,, C, W) = P(,, C)), and ii&y) = a(~, y, .)/8(~, y, W) for those p E @Tandy E Y fulfilling a(,, y, W) > 0 and z+, y) = TV otherwise. It is easily verified that fJ(p, .) is a probability measure on g and that ii& y) E m for each TV E I$? We shall also write P(w, C) instead of&S, , C) and py instead of G, Y>.
Immediate consequences of Proposition 1.2.l(iii) are: PROPOSITION 2.2.1. P(*, C) is a continuous function on J?' for each C EY.
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. ii( a, y) is a continuous function on w(y) = {p E m: p(p, y) > 0} joy each y E Y.
Since we can easily verify that ii& y) = ii(pl , y) for all p = apI + (1 -a)po with 0 < a < 1, p1 E p(y) and p0 $ w(y), it is not possible to extend the definition of ii(p, y) by continuity from e(y) to the whole space @. Notice that we could have defined ii&y) for p 4 w(y) in any other way, provided that measurability condition (RSCC 2) of Definition 1.1.1 is fulfilled.
We can summarize the foregoing statements in THEOREM 2.2.3. {m, Y, ii, p} constitutes an RSCCfuljlling CO.
We can derive a Markov chain with transition matrix rl from an RSCC (W, X, U, P} not only via LOM's, as done above, but also by setting W = X, U(', x) = x, P(x, x') = A,,, . In this case @, ii, P are essentially identical to elements used by Blackwell [2] and Kaijser [l l] to describe functions of Markov chains.
Observe that by recursion I?&, yz) = pyz is a well-defined function for each yz E Yz and p E @, which, by Proposition 1.2.1(i), is continuous on m(y") = {p E WI: Pz(p, yz) > 0} for each yz E Yz.
Applying Theorem 1.1.2 to the RSCC {@, Y, 6, P} we obtain (analogous to P, on %N) a probability measure p,, on Y/N for each TV E w, from which we derive flz(tc, Cz> and f)zn(~, Cz> f or each I E N and Cz E Yz (analogously to P,(w, AZ) and to Pp(w, Al)). It remains to show that P,(p, Cl) = Pz(p, g;'(Cz)).
In order to compute Zz, and P, we set I?&, yl, .) = R&J, g;'(yl), *) for /J E @, 1 E N, and yz E Yz. 
for all k E N, Ak E Sk, and B E TV; in particular Since R,(p, AZ, W) = P,(p, AZ) we get also (2.2.4). Q.E.D.
The Associated Event and State Processes
Let {qn: n E BJ} be an associated event process with (w, Y, ii, p} (cf. Definition 1.1.3). THEOREM 2.3.1. {g ([,) : n E tW} is an associated eventprocess with (@, Y, ii, P}.
Proof. Let p E m be given. Of course, Theorem 1.1.2 also holds true with an arbitrary initial probability measure p instead of the special one 6,) if we set P,W) = .bAd4
Pw(Kz) f or each I E N and Kz, where Kz belongs to the u-algebra generated by the event variables Ei , 1 < i < 1. Clearly P, = P, . Since Theorem 1.1.2 is applicable to (I@, Y, 6, p} as well as to (IV, X, u, P}, we
and then, by induction
if we take into account (2.2.4). It follows that (q,,: n E FJ> and {g(&J: n E t+J} have the same joint probability distributions.
In terms of the stochastic kernels P, and f', we have proved that pz(p, Cl) = P,(p, g;'(Cz)) for k E @, Cz E 9Vz, and 1 E f+J. 
In the next chapter we want to tackle the problem of weak convergence of the n-step transition probability &"(p, D) = P&J., {yn: py" E D}) as n -+ cc (Theorem 3.4.4) within the theoretical framework of "distance diminishing models," that goes back to Ionescu Tulcea and Marinescu [S] and that was essentially improved by Norman [14, 151. W e will not arrive at the distance diminishing model as defined by these authors, but at a model very close to that. There is a positive constant K < oo (depending on P) such that 1 P(w, A) -P(w', A)] < Kd(w, w') for all w, w' E W and A ES?.
In other words, P(*, A)$ E D(W) for all A E %, where K = max(K, 1).
Notice that A1 and A, hold for any OM-RSCC provided that d is derived from the norm of total variation. LEMMA 3.1.1. IfA,holdsfor{W,X,u,P}ithoidsalsofor{~, Y,iz,P}.
Proof. We have for C E ?Y
Since P( *, A)@ E D( IV) for all A fz 97, we get I P(p, C) -P(p', C)i < X&U, CL'). Q.E.D. Let us consider another condition on {W, X, u, P}.
CONDITION
As. There is a constant Y < 1 such that d(wx, w'x) < rd(w, w' ) for all w, w' E W and x E X.
A LOM fulfills As if \ 01~ 1 < 1 for all x E X. In this case Y = max,,r j Al, I. LEMMA 3.1.2. If As and As hold, then for each y E Y there is a positive constant K, < CO such that &A, y) c&y, p'y) < Kwcf(p, p') for all p, p' E m.
Proof.
If &, y) = 0, th e inequality is trivially verified. If fi(p', y) = 0, we obtain the inequality from Lemma 3.1.1 and from the fact that c& CL') < 1 for all p, p' E IV.
Let us now assume that &, y) fj(p', y) > 0. I n what follows all upper bounds are taken over f E D(W). We have
Let us evaluate the above two terms, denoted by I and II, respectively. i.e., the lemma is established with K, = M, + R. Q.E.D.
Auxiliary Results
In what follows we shall use the following notations for n E N and 1 > 0:
w, = {uz(w, x") E w: w E w, xz E x1, P,(w, x") > O}, w, = w, We note first that A&, , s) implies AJy,, , s') with s' > s and AS(yl , s, n, , v") implies A,(y, , s', n, Ed) with s' > s and n > no . Therefore we could use the same s in A, as well as in A, without any restriction. Next let us note that if W is compact, then As(i) can be replaced by flqnO(w, v*) > 0 for all w E W.
First we would like to know to what extent a LOM satisfies A, and A, . Let H = (Hz=,) be an arbitrary 1 X 1 x 1 X 1 matrix. Then define for y E Y the 1 X I x I X I matrix H(y) = (H,,,(y)) by H,,,(y) = H,,,l,-q,)(x'); further define by matrix multiplication H(yc) = H(y,) -0. H(yJ for I E N and yz = (yi,...,y,) E Yz. For the sake of simpler notation we also set H,t = Hzlzz 1.. Hz,-,,, for I > 1 and H,z = 1 for 1 = 1, and Ho = I the identity matrix.
Consider now the following two conditions on LOM's. Consider a LOM with 0 < OL, < 1 for all x E X. We huwe: (i) ifn,,lA,, > 0 then P,(wxs , xn) >OforaZlwEW,x,EX,nE~,and xn = (x* )...) xn) E X"; (ii) ifLA, holds und ifPn(wxO , x") > 0 then A,,,/l,, > 0 for all w E W, x0 E X, n E N, and xn = (x1 ,..., xJ E X".
Proof. For w' = wxs = az,w + (1 -~r,~)rl,~ we have P,(w', x") = P(w', x1) fi P(w'xl-1, XJ t-2 with and p(w'+, 4 = %,~1p(w'xz-2, 4 + (1 -%,-,> Al-pi for 2 < 1 < n.
Assertion (i) follows immediately.
Assertion (ii) follows by LA, considering the cases ax, --0 and OL,, # 0, 0 < 1 < n -1.
Q.E.D.
We are now in the position to prove LEMMA 3.2.2. A LOM with 0 < LY= < 1 fm all x E X which fuljills LA, and LAdno p wq) also fuljills A&, , s) and A6(yI , s, n, , wq) with suitable y,, , yI , and s = 1.
Proof. Taking n = 1 in Proposition
we get A&, , 1) with 'yo = min{A,, : A,,, > 0, x, x' E X}, where A,,, = (1 -01&lz2* . A,(i) can be verified by using the inequality Pn(w, x') > Czsx wJi;l for n E N and w E W, where A:$ is the (x, x') element of the (n -1)th power of the matrix (A,,,) (cf. [18, p. 36]), and by using the fact that W is compact and p',n(w, tip) is continuous on W.
Let us go over to A,(ii). Let j E N, xi E Xj, and w E W,(S%$ i.e., w = w+z,,
with w0 E W, x,, E X, and Pq+j(w, Sqxj) > 0. By making use of Proposition 3.2.l(ii), we can find or E S, and R, E S, , where S, = g-l(o,) for 1 < I < q, such that A z0p,A(w~)a,4A51,~A~~ > 0. Now let w' E WI(Sq), i.e., w' = wo)x,,' with w,' E W, x0' E X, and P&w', Sq) > 0. Again by Proposition 3.2.l(ii) we can find PRUSCHA AND THEODORESCU
x,' E S, and x,' E S, such that At,,z,,A(~~)z fs ' > 0. By LA,(ii) we get A(v~),~,~~ > 0, from which it follows that n,~,,l,ri(~~),l,~~A,.lfl,j > 0 and hence, by Proposition 3.2.1(i) that Paij(w', S*xj) > 0, i.e., w' E W,(S%j). Q.E.D.
Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 are similar to Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 by Kaijser [I I].
LEMMA 3.2.3. Suppose that A,-A, and A,(ii) hold. For each n > 3, yn E k'", kENwith <q<k<n,setl=n-k,j=k-q,yn=y*yjyz,xn=xQxjx2 and consider the probability measure on Zi defined by cg"(xj) = P,(w, zaxjzZ)/Pn(w, y") for each w E W(Z"). If yq = vq (i.e., Za = 5'9) we have:
suP@bYn, cL'r">: CL? I*'E J@s(Y"H < Kq,"(y") sup{4qz, pYz): P, CL' 6 %J~)) + Gj/yoz, where Kq*""(y") = sup{(I d",'" -#g? I(: w, w' E W,(Z")} ([I . (( stands for total variation), K1 , 0 < K1 < co, is a constant, and s > 0, q E N, and va are specz$ied in A, and A, .
Proof.
Since &yn, py) = sup{D,(~y~, p'yY"):f E D(W)), we have to evaluate D&y", ~'y~). since j] ,C -,G' 1) < 1, where @(dw) = ,u(dw) ~Jw, y")/p',(p, yn) defines for each p E ws(y") a probability measure on W,(Z") n W. Here we made use of the fact that (2.2.2) yields p(WJ = 1 for ,u E Fs, if we take I = s and f = 1 w,.
Also we made use of the inequality 1 so h(w) A(&)( < (1 h (1 essosc h, which is valid for a measurable space (Q, X), h E B(Q), and a finite signed measure A on X with h(Q) = 0. In this case, I[ h (1 = sup{h(A): A E X) (see, e.g., [9, p. 401).
(ii) Next we evaluate D&,,y~, S,,yn). To this end for w* E W,(Z") let us set qw*, x5) = s Iqw*, YxjZ', d w) f(w)/PJw*, sqxjzz 1 W for PJw*, S%'Z") > 0, =O otherwise.
Since SQ = g;'(oQ), we have by A,(ii) that P,(w*, S*xiZz) > 0 if and only if b";"(xq > Of or a 11 w E W,(Z"). Further, by dividing numerator and denominator first by P,(w*, S ) q and then by Pj(p, xi), and by making use of (2.2.3) and (2. Q.E.D.
We can now prove LEMMA 3.2.5. Suppose that AI-A4 and A,(ii) hold. Then there is a positive constmrt~<1suchthatfoTeachn,q~N,n>q+l,y"~Ynwith(y,,...,y,)=v~, and k E N with q < k < n we have K@*"(y") < j3. Hence K*J'(yn) ,< /3 < 1.
A Distance Diminishing Type Theorem
We now discuss the convergence to zero of the sequence {d(pyfi, py): n E IV>.
For n E N, 1z > 4, and y" = (yr ,. .., y,J E Y" define x(yn) as the maximal number m 3 2 of subscripts 0 < ir < ... < i, < n such that (Yik+l !*.*? Yi,+n) = vq and ik+r -ik > a(n -ik+l )forl ~~~m-l,wherea~Nfulfillsr~/y,<1. If no such m > 2 exists, set x(y") = 0. Define further with b = 1 + a the set E* = {yn E Y": x(y") > log n/(4 log b)}. Then we have Proof. (i) For the sake of simplicity we suppose that q = 1 and + = v in this proof. The proof for an arbitrary q E N runs along the same idea.
Let n E N and define a sequence of Z, = [log n/log b] + 1 "adjacent intervals" Ik C(l,..., n> byI,=( I,={n-Z~~-~+l,.-b"-~) for 2 < K < I,, where the integer [x] is defined by x -1 < [x] < X. Observe that 1 Ik 1 = aW2 = a 1 (J,"r: Ij / for 2 < FE < Z, . Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that 1, = 2k, , we have for k, < k < 2, that 1 Ik 1 > / Ik, 1 = abkn-2 > #a/F. Further, if yn E Yn is given and if a ~y'k for all k, < k ,( 1, , we conclude, by choosing each second k among the k, < k < 2, , that x(y") > log n/(4 log b), i.e., yn E En. Therefore we have, setting t = X -(u), m, = [z11za/b2],jn = [m,,,n,l, X"t = t, and taking the upper bound over the whole space a, that
which tends to zero as n + 00. Here we have made use of the relation Pt(p', Cl) 9 sup{P,(p, Cz): p E q, which holds for each CL' E w, k, 1 E N, and cz E w.
(ii) We first note that Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 yield for p, CL' E @(y"), ya = y*yn-*, yn+ = wgyjy", n = s + q + j + 1 with j, 1, n E N that d(pyn, p'y") = d(ply+a, pl'y+") < /3 sup{d(#, v'yz): Y, Y' E IT'( yr)} + Karn-Z/y,,r, where K, = K,/Y g++s, t~i = py8, pr' = p'y8, and tar , p-L11 E I&'8(y'+8); in the case s = 0 read py" = p and ply0 = CL'. With this procedure in mind, we suppose for the sake of simplicity that s = 0. Now let yn E En. Setting m = x( yn), n, = n -i, , y" = yiynk, 1 < K < m, CL1 = PYilyil, PI' = p'yil, we have p1 , pi' E fi(y"r) and with y = ra/yo < 1, remembering that i, -i,-, > unk , 2 < k < m, < fj'+' + JQ3"+2y% + . . . + K&yna + K2yne < K3mpme1, where p = max(/?, y) < 1 and KS = max( 1, K,). Since m = X( y") > log n/(4 log ZJ) and the latter expression tends to cc as n + co, the proof is completed.
Q.E.D. In what follows we shall need two lemmas.
LEMMA 3.4.1. Suppose that AI-A3 hold. Then f E CL( @) implies of E CL( m.
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Let f~ CL( ti') and CL, /*I E @. Then by Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we get with 0 < R1 < co (here 1 . 1 stands for the supremum norm on B(m)). Q.E.D. Proof. The set tiD of those elements of I@, vanishing outside finite subsets of "W, is dense in I@ (cf. [20, Theorem 3.21, which also holds true for the set of probability measures instead of finite measures). Let yn E Yn such that l%'(m) # 0, and let us show that nb C @(y"). First we notice, that there is an xn ~g;'(y~) such that W(x") # a. For TV E "D, TV = z=, ai S,( with wi E *W, we have &L, y") > P(~L, xn) = CL, a,P(w, , xn) > 0, hence TV E @(yn).
Q.E.D. For each n E IV, the set * W is dense in W. Proof.
Let I&' be the interior of W = A~,~ . Clearly l%' = 0=X W(x). We shall show that for each n E N and xn = (x1 ,..., x,) E X" with W(x") # 0 we have I&'C W(x"). Since this is trivial for n = 1, we assume tr > 1. Let xn E X* and assume that there is a @G W(xn), i.e., P(@xz-l, xl) > 0 for 1 < 1 < Y (WXO = ?a).
Let 6 E I#? We have r& > 0 for all x E X as well as P(tixz-l, xl) > 0, 2 < 1 < n, since we can write P(@xl-l, x1) = az1 *** ~~~~~~~~ + a, , where a, does not depend on r?ij E W. It follows that P&G, xn> = &.I fi P(&xZ-1, x1) > 0, 1=2 i.e., ti E W(x"), Q.E.D.
In order to prove the next theorem, we need to sharpen Condition C,(i) that W is a Polish space to:
W is a compact metric space.
Condition
A, implies that m is also a compact metric space (cf. [20, Theorem 3.41). Observe that A, holds for LOM's. Let us introduce a further condition on {W, X, u, P} and g.
There is a sequence 0, JO such that 1 pzn(~, Cl) -fIln(w', Cl)\ < en for all w, w' E W, 1, n E N, and Cz EYE.
Observe that A, (even with AZ E Sz instead of only Cz EYE) follows from A,, A, , and A, together with d(Tn(~), T%(w')) -+ 0 as n + co for all w, w' E W, where T,(w) denotes the support of the probability measure p(w, .) on w (cf. [14] ). Now for LOM's consider
A is regular (i.e., X contains a single ergodic class which is aperiodic).
For a LOM with 0 < LZ% < 1 for all x E X, A, follows fromLA, (cf. [18, p. 351) . We can give now the following main result. Let us finally summarize the conditions to be fulfilled by a LOM and a MAR to ensure that &-As hold and therefore that Theorem 3.4.4 is valid. If&l, holds, we weaken LA, to: CONDITION LA,'(@). There is, wq = (4 ,..., uq) E Ye such that: (i) there are x E E and x' E X with A(6q),0, > 0, where E is the unique ergodic class mentioned in LA,; (ii) LA&ii) holds.
We then get: LEMMA 3.4.5. A LOM with 0 < 0~~ < 1 for all x E X which fuljills LA,, LA, , and LA,' also ful$lls AI-A, .
Proof. It suffices to show that LA,'(i) and LA, imply LA,(i). Namely, LA,'(i) and LA, guarantee the existence of n, E F+J, x1 E E, and x' E X such that &%,?z > 0 and /I:::' > 0 for all x E X. Hence [I1n~-ln(eP)]zz, > 0 for all x E X, which implies LA,(i).
If we go further by specializing our results to Markov chains (MAR's), we get:
LEMMA 3.4.6. A iMAR which fulfills LA, and LA,' fuljills also AI-A, .
In the next chapter we want to make use of the RSCC {m, Y, II, P} to two different experimental situations, namely, in the first situation the experimenter has only partial information about the events x E X, i.e., he can only observe g(x) E Y, where g is a certain mapping from X onto Y. In the latter situation the experimenter can observe the events x E X, but he wants to divide the events x E X into classes in such a way that a certain prediction measure turns out to be maximal; such a classification is defined by a mapping g from X onto Y, where g belongs to a given class of admissible mappings.
Two APPLICATIONS OF {r, Y,Ei,P}
Partially Observed Events
If we interprete g: X -+ Y as a loss of information about the event x E X, then we are interested in investigating the conditional probability of the event x E X actually occurring given the sequence of all the observations y E Y up to now.
More precisely, let p E I@ and n E N. Define the random variable r,&, a): Y" -+ dl,l by its components r,&p, y") = PU(en = x 1 g,,([n) = y*). Observe that 'rr,,,(p, yn) = 0 if g(x) # yn , yn = (yr ,..., y,J E Yn and Rz(kY") > 0.
Further let X,(p, 0) denote the probability distribution of 7r&, e), i.e., X,(r, E) = P,(y" E Y": r&, ye) E E) for all E E d/,1 n ZVI. We are interested in the weak convergence of A,&, a) as n -+ co to a limiting probability measure Am(*) which does not depend on p E I@ (see, e.g., [IO, 11, 191) .
We start with LEMMA 4.1.1. For each n E N, yn E Yn, p E l@'(m), and x E X we have the representation:
GLA4 Y") = P(PYn-l> 4 h7,),,/~(PYn--l~ Y& Q.E.D.
We arrive at our main result:
THEOREM 4.1.3. Suppose that Al-A, hold. Then the sequence {&,(t~, e): n E N} of probability measures on Alxl n L&VI is weakly convmgent to a limit&gprobability measure A,(*) on A,,1 n Blxl which does not depend on p E ?% Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4.4 that the probability distribution &n(p, .) of [,, = p$+l is weakly convergent as n -+ CO to a limiting probability distribution &-(*) which does not depend on y E I% Because k,,(t+l E D, v,, E C) = SD &n--l(p, dp') &', C), where D E fl and C E '?V, we deduce from (4.1.2) and Proposition 4.1.2 that converges as n + co to a limit which does not depend on TV E @ for each FE C(d 1~1). Now the assertion follows from Riesz's representation theorem. Q.E.D.
Notice that the conditions for Markov chains (MAR's) mentioned in Lemma 3.4.6 and leading to Al-As (i.e., to Theorem 4.1.3) are slightly weaker than those used by Kaijser [ 1 l] in the sense that we allow MAR's to have some transient states.
A Shannon-McMillan-Type Theorem
In some studies concerning biological processes the experimenter wants to reduce the number of different events he is faced with such that the sequence of successively occurring events becomes more predictable and thus more intelligible for him. Hereby, the predictability of a forthcoming event is quantified by measures originating from information theory and the reduction (i.e., classification) of the event space X is realized by a mapping g of X onto a space Y of collapsed events. The classification problem consists of finding a g out of a certain class of admissible mappings (e.g., the set of those g with 1 g(X)1 = n, where n E N is given) maximizing a certain prediction measure (e.g., the so-called rate of transmission, see [l, p. 1551) ; for applications of this set-up see Orloci [17] and Maurus and Pruscha [13] . Such a prediction measure is in general defined by means of the entropy. If a biological process is described by an RSCC {W X, u, PI, th e P bl ro em arises of estimating from a sample the entropy of the RSCC (I$', Y, ti, p} derived from ( W, X, u, P} and g and describing the process in terms of the collapsed events. Therefore we shall prove a Shannon-McMillantype theorem for {m, Y, ii, p} provided that some of the preceding conditions A, are fulfilled.
Let us start with CONDITION A,'. There is a sequence l$, 10, and for each 1 EN there is a probability measure nZ on ?V such that 1(1/n) XI=, pt(w, Cl) -fir( < 811 forallw~W,l,n~lV,andCz~~z.
In view of [9, Theorem 2.1.121, A,' turns out to be weaker than A, . Further, let T be the shift operator on YN defined by its components (TrN>n = Y~+I for n E N, if yN = {m: n E tV>. We extend the probability measure p?,(p, *) on gz to a probability measure p,(p, a) on gN by setting fim(p, Ck) = p,(qN E C") for CN E VJ. Then we have (cf. [18, p. 28,291) : LEMMA 4.2.1. Suppose that A,' holds. Then there is a probability measure fia on g/N such that lim,,, (l/n) xEp, p&, T-VN) = flQ(CN) fog all CN E gN (here Tk stands for the kth power of T, k E Z). Moreover, the shift operator T is measure preserving and ergodic (=metric transitive) with respect to IS, .
PRUSCHA AND THEODORESCU
By the Kolmogorov theorem we can extend the probability measure IT, on V so that the conditional probability nJy,, j ye1 , y-a ,...) becomes a welldefined measurable function. Set h = E log ft,(y, 1 y-r , y-a ,...), where E denotes the expectation over y0 , y-l , ye2 ,. . . with respect ton, .
Lemma (l/n) logfi&y") = h flm-a.s. and h turns out to be the entropy of the shif operator T with respect to nm . Now we are able to prove our main result: where, as before, 2' = g;'(y") and where we have made use of the fact that p(JVJ = 1 for p E w8 (cf. (2.2.2)). With the aid of this inequality we shall prove that foraIICLE~,n~s+q,andy"EYnsuchthatthereisanm,sdm,(n-qq, with ( ym+l , . . . , ym+J = wq and such that pf,(y") P&J, y*) > 0, where the positive constants MO' and M," only depend on t.~, m, and y@.
In fact, if we put 1 = n -m, y* = ymyz, we find (iii) To arrive at fim(p, H,) = 1, we start by proving H n G, C H, . Indeed, we find for yN E H n G,, , that ; log P:,(/&, y") = f log fin( y") + + log e&L, Y") air") tends to h, because the first term does so since yN E H, and the second term tends to zero since yN EF and by (4.2.1). hence p&, H* n G,) = 1, too. All that remains to do is to show that H*nGuCH,.
Let yN E H* n G, . There is ZE kJ, such that TzyN E H. Furthermore, we have T?N E G,,c , since it follows from yN E G, , that p,,&yl, yndz) > 0 for all n > 1, setting yn = yr~"-~. Therefore, part (iii) yields TzyN E H,,z , from which it follows that w 1% EZCP, Y") = (l/N 1% ~l(P> Y') + (l/n) 1% fL(PYZ, y-9 tends to R, i.e., y" E H, .
PRUSCHA AND THEODORESCLJ
Observe that A6(i) was only used in this proof to ensure that P&L, F) = 1.
But this can also be derived from the weaker condition:
For each w E W there is a k, 1 < k < TZ,, , with pQk(w, ZJ") > yI .
